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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The interaction between theory and experiment in nuclear physics is
one of the essential conditions for the study of nuclei. Since a nucleus
is a many-body system held together by a force which is not known too
well it is in general impossible to interpret spectroscopie data without
having detailed nuclear-model calculations at hand. The piece of experimental nuclear physics described in this thesis has benefitted in
its motivation and interpretation from the availability of shell-model
calculations.
Experiments are described which have led to precise values for magnetic dipole moments of excited nuclear states and for their mean lifetimes. Magnetic moments are sometimes sensitively dependent on details
of the nuclear wave function of one state. Lifetimes are sensitive to
the calculable overlap, through an electromagnetic transition operator,
between two wave functions.
The magnetic moment y of a nuclear state originates from the intrinsic neutron and proton magnetic moments and from orbital contributions
of the (charged) protons. Although strictly speaking y is not proportional to the total angular momentum (spin) I of a nuclear state (they
are not necessarily in line with each other) one may write y = gy^jl,
where y and I are the maximum projections of y and I onto the quantization axis, y^j is the nuclear magneton (analoguous to the electron
Bohrmagneton) and g is the gyromagnetic ratio or g-factor.
The g-factor measurements described in this thesis make use of the
very strong hyperfine interaction between the magnetic dipole moments
of the excited nuclear state and, preferably, a single atomic Is-electron. In such a free hydrogen-like atom the nuclear spin I is coupled
with the electron spin J (in this case J = 1/2) to a total space-fixed
angular momentum F. In a classical picture the hyperfine interaction
causes I and J to precess about F. In practice not only single-electron
ions but also (excited) few electron ions contribute to the interaction.
The hyperfine interaction strength, which is proportional to the
nuclear g-factor, is determined as follows. The nuclear state to be
studied is formed by a reaction a(B,c)D , in which a light target

nucleus a is bombarded with a heavy projectile ion B thereby producing
the excited nucleus D

under the emission of a light particle c. By

detecting the latter particles near 0* or 180q to the beam direction
one selects nuclei D in an excited state with the spins oriented in a
preferred direction. As a result the intensity distribution of the yradiation emitted in the decay of this state is anisotropic. Since the
reaction is induced by a heavy projectile the final nucleus D is produced with a high recoil velocity v, typically 5 % of the speed of
light. For a sufficiently thin target the nuclei D recoil through the
target into vacuum without an appreciable loss of velocity. In fhe
solid target the moving nuclei are accompanied by atomic electrons,
partly in excited states. On recoil into vacuum most of these electrons
get lost due to Auger processes, which results in the formation of
(among others) hydrogen-like ions. Since in a free ion the magnetic
hyperfine interaction is static, the nuclear (and also electron) spin
will precess with the same period for all hydrogen-like ions thereby
periodically perturbing the original spin orientation. This timedependent perturbation, with a period of a few picoseconds, is reflected
in the y-tay intensity distribution as an anisotropy variation (often
called breathing). The frequency of this oscillation is a measure for
the g-factor of the excited nuclear state.
This oscillatory anisotropy function can be measured time-differ1 2)
entially by means of a plunger
. I n such a device (see below) the
ions moving through vacuum are caught in a flat thick foil placed at
an adjustable distance from the flat target. As soon as the hydrogenlike ions hit the stopper they will capture electrons whereby the
strong hyperfine interaction is switched off. In this way one can, by
varying the plunger distance i.e. the time during which the interaction
has been effective, measure with y—xay detectors the anisotropy variation as a function of time.
The same device can be used for the measurement of lifetimes. Gammarays from the decay of nuclei in flight and those from nuclei that
have slowed down in the stopper can be distinguished because they have
a slightly different energy due to the Doppler effect. Therefore

one can measure the fraction of nuclei that have survived the targetstopper distance without decaying. By varying the plunger distance
(i.e. flight time) one thus directly measures the exponential decay
time-differentially.
In chapter 2 a plunger system is described especially developed for
g-factor and lifetime measurements with the coincidence time-differential
recoil-into-vacuum technique. The plunger is driven by an "inchworm",
a piezo-electrical crystal device, which can make displacements in a
fashion similar to that of a caterpillar up to 25 mm (one inch) in
steps as small as 6 nm» Such devices are also applied for instance
in brain investigations for micro-manipulations of probes. The drive
signals for the crystals are digital block and staircase voltages which
enables one in principle to operate the inchworm in remote control.
Since the inchworm had an uncontrollable backlash, a modified
Michelson laser interferometer has been installed to measure the position of the stopper foil relative to a fixed point to a precision of
0.2 ym. For that purpose a fringe-counting system with light-sensitive
diodes has been constructed. To protect the counting system against
laser-intensity drifts and background light, the incoming laser beam is
chopped. Not only can the displacement be measured at a position near
the particle-beam spot on the foil, but also the quality of the foil
(i.e. its flatness) can be monitored continuously. Therefore another

-t
t

interferometer was used to check the condition of the stationary target
foil simultaneously.
In chapter 3 and 4 measurements of the g-factors and lifetimes for
the 2. state of

20

O and the 5/2. state of

experiments targets of Ti3H (for

2Q

13

C are described. For these

0) and Ti 2 H (for

13

C) were used.

The quantities were measured to an accuracy of better.than 4 %. A
comparison of the calculated g-factors for the first-excited 2
of the even

16

»

18

»

20

states

O isotopes to those from other experiments and that

from the present measurement indicates that

20

O may be described by

four neutrons coupled to a closed -^0 core. A detailed comparison of
weak-coupling (of a neutron to a possibly excited

i2

model calculations to t-.he experimental result;", for

C core) and shell-

13

C(5/2.) led to

the conclusion that the wave function of this state is only 7Q %
(intensity) of purely single-particle character, i.e. a d , neutron
coupled to a

12

C ground-state core. The other configurations in the

wave function mainly stem from states with one or two p . holes in
the 1 2 C core.
Chapter 2 will be published shortly in Nuclear Physics

and

chapters 2 and 4 have been submitted for publication to Nuclear
4)
5}
Instruments and Methods ' and Nuclear Physics, , respectively.
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CHAPTER I
A PLUNGER WITH INCHWORM POSITIONING AND INTERFEROMETER DISTANCE READOUT
FOR RECOIL-DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
A.J. RUTTEN, A. HOLTHUIZEN, M.A.J. BOTJE, N.A. VAN ZWOL
and
G. VAN MIDDELKOOP *)

Fysisch Laboratorium, Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht,
P.O. Box 80.000, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: A plunger system for measuring mean lives x and g-factors of
excited nuclear states with x = 1 - 100 ps is described. The plunger distance is adjustable over a range of 25 mm by a fully piezoelectrically controlled "inchworm". The actual distance measurement is performed by a laser-interferometer system and by measuring the plunger capacity. Test experiments on the mean lives of
?A

\He(.5l2 ) and

25

Mg(3/2*) show that the performance of the system

is satisfactory.

1. Introduction

The recoil-distance method with a plunger system is frequently used
for measurements of lifetimes of nuclear states in the 1 - 100 ps
range. It is in principle an accurate method since the time calibration is based on a distance measurement. In some favourable cases plungers can also be used for measuring g-factors of excited nuclear
states with lifetimes t > 1 ps. For such measurements it is essential
*) Present address: Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Vrije Universiteit,
P.O. Box 7161, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

that the excited nucleus, produced in a nuclear reaction, obtains sufficient recoil velocity so that on recoil out of a thin foil the nuclear
atom is highly ionized
Especially for g-factor measurements, high precision and reproducibility for the distance setting is essential. Often it is also necessary
to record yrays in coincidence with outgoing reaction particles, detected at either 0

or 180

to the direction of the incoming parti :les.

With these objectives in mind a plunger system has been constructed with
which under beam conditions the target-stopper distance can be monitored
continuously through laser interferometers to an accuracy of better than
0.2 urn. The plunger distance is adjustable by means of an inchworm, a
piezo-electric device with a span of 25 mm. The construction permits
particle detection at 0

and 180

to the beam direction.

Various plunger systems have been described in the literature. In
2)
1970 Alexander and Bell
reported on a plunger system in which the
target-stopper distance is controlled by a hand-operated micrometer
screw. During an experiment they continuously monitor the distance by
measuring the capacity of the target-stopper assembly.
An altogether different approach has been suggested by Du Marchie van
3)
Voorthuysen and Smith
. In their plunger the distance between the
stopper and target foils is adjusted by means of a high voltage between
the large-diameter stopper foil and a special electrode. This allows a
continuous regulation of the distance over about 50 pm.
4)
In 1978 Cleeman et al.
have described a plunger device in which the
distance is coarsely adjusted by hand with a micrometer screw, and a
fine adjustment over a range of 15 ym is obtained by means of a piezoelectric crystal. This fine adjustment can be used to lock the targetstopper distance to a preset value of the capacity of the target-stopper
system, thus providing a distance stabilization under beam conditions.

2. Description of the plunger system

The present plunger system has primarily been designed for g-factor

measurements with the time-dependent deorientation method

. Since in

that case one measures as a function of target-stopper distance an oscillatory function of coincident y~ray intensity, reproducibility and stability are the most important requirements for the plunger. It was therefore thought worthwhile to use an "inchworm translator" for distance setting. Because this device is controlled essentially digitally it was
hoped that it would allow many short scans of the required target-stopper
distance range with good reproducibility. For g-factor measurements
such a procedure is advantageous since in one scan with long measuring
times per distance setting the building up of e.g. carbon on the target
and stopper might introduce artefacts in the oscillatory pattern. Unfortunately, however, due to uncontrollable jumps and hysteresis in the
inchworm (see below) the reproducibility was found to be insufficient
for the required positioning precision of better than 1 van.
Therefore an interferometer was developed to measure the position of
the stopper foil with respect to a well defined reference point. As an
additional check also the capacity of the condenser formed by target and
stopper was measured during the experiment.
In the next subsections we describe the following details of the plunger system, (i) The inchworm and associated sliding device, (ii) The
foil stretchers and the "chair", which allows parallel adjustment of the
foils, (iii) The interferometer system with digital readout for distance
measuring, (iv) The system for the measurement of the target-stopper capacity. An overall simplified picture of the plunger system is given in
fig. 3.

2.1. THE INCHWORM TRANSLATOR
The inchworm translator *) is an electro~mechanical instrument of
about the size and configuration of an ordinary micrometer screw. The
displacement of its spindle is caused by three piezo-electric crystals
(pc), motionless fitted one after each other and enclosing a ceramic
spindle; see fig. 2. The crystals pc 1 and 3 can expand and contract in

Fabricated by Burleigh Instruments Inc., East Rochester, U.S.A.

radial direction, which allows the spindle to be position-locked with
respect to either pc 1 or pc 3. The piezo-electric crystal pc 2 can expand or contract in longitudinal direction, thereby changing the distance between pc 1 and pc 3. Hence by alternately clamping the spindle by
pc 1 and pc 3 and in the mean time either expanding or contracting pc 2
one can make the 'spindle move longitudinally in a controlled fashion.
The notion is comparable to that of an ordinary worm or caterpillar.

PARTICLE BEAM

Fig. 1. Sahematio diagram of the plunger assembly showing the "inohworm
translator" (1), the target- and stopper-foil stretchers (232)3 the
"chair" for parallel adjustment of the foils (4), the interferometer
fringe patterns (5,6) and the mounts for particle detectors (738).^ The
light paths of the laser beam in the interferometers are also indicated.

10

The controller delivered with the inchworm provides ascending and decending staircase voltages to pc 2 witv a ptep size of 2.4 V over a range of 600 V and 0 - 600 V alternating block voltages to pc ] and 3. One
full cycle of the pc's corresponds to a spindle displacement of 1.5 ym.
The process can be interrupted, however, at any point in the cycle, thus
allowing finer adjustment of the spindle position.

pc2

pc3

^spindle

ring A

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the inchworm interior. The piezo-electric
crystals pc 1 and 3 can expand or contract radially, whereas crystal
pc 2 has a longitudinal degree of freedom. The centre of pc 2 is fixed
through ring A to the surrounding case.

As mentioned above, uncontrolled jumps in the spindle position occur
during the moving process. These jumps were fo and to be oi the order of
0.5 ym and to correspond with switching on and off the clamps (pc 1 and
3). As a result the system has an intolerable hysteresis. In fig. 3 the
typical function for the displacement of the stopper versus the number
of clamp switches applied to the system is shown, as measured with a
displacement meter for forward and reverse motion. The system is clearly
not free from hysteresis. For these reasons an interferometer was installed to measure the actual target-stopper foil separation accurately (see
subsect. 2.3). In order to absorb the shocks caused by clamp switching,
which disturb the ir'^erference pattern during positioning of the stopper
foil, the transmission between the inchworm and the sleigh, which carries

11

the stopper is provided by two springs. The sleigh, which is free of lateral tolerance, is connected with the inchworm housing by a coil spring
and to the inchworm spindle by a leaf spring, for pulling and pushing,
respectively.

2

4

6 8 8 6 4
2 0
NUMBER OF CLAMP SWITCHES

Fig, 3. Displacement of the inchworm spindle versus the number' of clamp
switches applied to the system for forward (FWD) and reverse (REV) motion. The hysteresis (1 ym after ±9 switches) is clearly visible.

2.2. THE FOIL MOUNTS
The mounts for the target and stopper foils are of a conventional
2)
type; see e.g. ref. . The foils glued at the end of cylindrical brass
holders are stretched over highly polished cylindrical invar steel
heads of different diameter for the target (typically 5 mm) and the stop-

12

per (typically 10 mm). The mounting is done in dustfree surroundings to
avoid as much as possible dust particles between the heads and the foils.
This is particularly important for the target foil; for the stopper foil
this is less critical since it has a larger diameter than the target.
Essential for a good performance of the plunger system is also that
the stretched foils are parallel to each other. This ensures equal distances of the foils over the exposed target area and also yields the
smallest distance of closest approach for target and stopper. For parallel adjustment, the target foil is mounted on a "chair" whose position
can be slightly rotated about a horizontal and a vertical axis both going approximately through the centre of the target. These small rotations
are achieved by bending, by means of adjustment screws, a vertical metal
rod and a horizontal fork fixed to the rod, which together form the
"chair". The degree of parallelism is optimized by viewing through a
transit mounted perpendicularly to the beam direction and by minimizing
the distance of closest approach by the method of trial and error.
Thin foils are used for the target (typically 1 inn thick) and the
stopper (10 um) to ensure that outgoing reaction particles can be detected at 0

and 180 . For light incident ions the beam is stopped in a se-

condary foil beyond the stopper. For heavy ions most of the beam power
is dissipated in the stopper foil. This may lead by thermal expansion to
a change in the target-stopper distance. Under typical conditions, e.g.
with a beam of 30 MeV

16

0 5 ions with a current of 40 nA, this distance

change is calculated to be less than 0.3 pm.

2.3. THE INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM
As.explained above, counting of the number of clamp switches applied
to the inchworm is not an accurate means of measuring the displacement
of the stopper foil. We have therefore mounted interferometer systems
which determine the condition and position of the target and stopper
foil, respectively. For this purpose a small He-Ne laser (A = 632.8 nm)
mounted outside the vacuum chamber is used. Its beam is split into two
beams inside the chamber each of which is again split into two, one
beam reflecting at the back of a foil, at an incident angle of 33

to

the normal, the other serving as a reference beam. The pairs of inter-

13

fering beams merge again before being projected through a simple lens
system outside the chamber to form a visible interference pattern on a
screen (see also fig. 1).
The fringe pattern of the target foil is merely used for visual inspection of the condition (i.e. flatness) of this foil under beam conditions. The stopper foil pattern is also viewed by a fringe-counting system consisting of two light-sensitive diodes connected to an electronic
counting device. These diodes produce an approximately sinusoidal output
signal during foil displacement, corresponding to intensity variations
from the moving fringe pattern. The relative position of the two diodes
is adjusted such that there is a phase difference of +_ 90

between the

two output signals. This uniquely determines the direction of motion.
Counting is performed through the triggering of discriminators on the
positive and negative slopes of the output signals. To suppress the influence of background light and drifts in the operational amplifiers,
the laser beam is chopped by a vibrationless piezo-electric chopper device at a frequency of 10 kHz. This allows, by the use of an amplifier
with narrow band width, filtering out of unwanted effects. The system is
also stabilized against slow drifts in e.g. laser-beam intensity or amplifiers by an automatic adjustment of the discriminator reference levels
to a position symmetric with respect to the sinusoidal signals.
Two reference points are used in the positioning procedure, electrical contact between the foils and a fixed far-distance point (also detected by an electrical contact). The accuracy of the counting system is
determined by the wavelength A of the laser beam and the angle of incidence on the foil. For the present system one count corresponds to a displacement of 0.193 +_ 0.002 ym. This figure is determined experimentally
by a calibration against a displacement meter. The error also reflects
the tolerance in the reflection angle to the foil. In addition there is
an absolute error of about +_ 1 ym due to the uncertainty in the reference point detection.
An advantage of the interferometer system over the commonly used capacity system (see subsect. 2.4) is that the foil position is monitored
close to the position where the particle beam hits the foil. In this way
also eventual mechanical deformations of the foil are accounted for.

U

2.4. THE CAPACITY SYSTEM
In order to have an additional check on the position of the stopper
foil with respect to the target we have also implemented a simple system for measuring the capacity of the condenser formed by the mutually
insulated stopper and target foils and their respective mounts. This capacity is to first order inversely proportional with the plunger distance d.
The plunger capacity is measured by means of two oscillator circuits
each of which is connected to ground by a condenser. The oscillation
frequencies are a linear function of the inverse capacity C of the connected condenser. In one circuit the condenser is the plunger system,
in the other a referenre condenser is inserted. The plunger capacity is
measured either by a comparison of the two frequencies through converting these into dc voltages, which are then fed into a digital comparator (voltmeter), or directly by means of a frequency measurement for
the circuit with the plunger condenser.

1
3

i
8
LI

8

2

50
100
150
— PLUNGER DISTANCE

200

Fig. 4. Reciprocal plunger capacity in arbitrary units versus plunger
distance as measured with the capacity-measuring device. The indicated
distance d0 is the actual foil separation at the position where the foils
make electrical contact (zero point of the abscissa).
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Since the condenser formed by the target and stopper is by no means
an ideal flat plate condenser one has a more complicated functional dependence of the plunger distance on the capacity C

C
P

*V

of the form

( d+d

o>+ Cl f(d) + Cresf

(I)

In this expression d is the distance between target and stopper foils,
which is taken zero at the point of electrical contact between the foils,
d

is the actual foil separation at electrical contact, f(d) is a Thom-

°

5)

son function [see ref.

] taking into account the stray capacity for

special targets such as TiD, which have a small elevated area, and C

t

is the residual constant capacity of the foil mounts.
A typical result of the measured inverse capacity C

as a function of

d is given in fig. 4.

3. Plunger performance

As a check on the performance of the present plunger system we have
measured the mean lifetimes of the first-excited 5/2
the second-excited 3/2

state of

25

state of

tions

10

Ne and

Mg. These mean lives are known with

good precision to be 10.2 +_ 0.2 and 16.4 +_ 0.9 ps for
respectively

21

21

Ne and

25

Mg,

. The states are rather strongly populated by the reac-

16

B( O,ap) 21 Ne and n B( 1 6 O,pn) 2 5 Mg [ref. 7) ]. This enables us to

measure simultaneously both lifetimes by using a target of natural boron.

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2
A target of 100 yg/cm natural boron, sputtered onto a 1 um thick Ni
foil, was bombarded with a beam of 31.5 MeV

l6

O5

ions produced with

the Utrecht 7 MV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. Since the stretched
target foil was mounted such that the Ni foil was upstream, the effective bombarding energy of the boron amounted to 30.0 MeV. Recoiling nuclei were stopped in a 10 um thick Au foil. This foil had a thin layer

16

of Ag evaporated at the back for obtaining a good reflectivity for the
laser beam in the interferometer system (see subsect. 2.3). In addition
the Ag layer improved the heat conductivity of the stopper foil.
Gamma-rays were detected in a 100 cm

Ge(Li) detector placed at 0°

to the beam direction and at a distance of 13.6 cm from the target. The
data were collected by a PDP 11/40 computer system with an analyzer simulation programme.

3.2. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Sample y r a y spectra, taken at d = 0, 100 and 340 ym are shown in
fig. 5. Since the y-rays are not measured in coincidence with outgoing
reaction particles, the flight peaks shown in this figure are broadened
due to the finite distribution of recoil velocity of the excited
and

25

Mg nuclei. This effect is clearest for

2i

21

Ne

Ne in which case also an

a-particle is emitted in the reaction. The measured velocity distribu-

te \

tion, taken into account explicitly [see e.g. ref.
correction for the

21

] , results in a 5 %

Ne lifetime. In addition the velocity dependence

of the y-ray detector solid angle and the detector efficiency as a function of E are taken into account.
Y

;

Numbers of photo-peak y~rays in the stopped and flight peaks were
obtained by subtracting appropriately weighted numbers for background
counts, which were taken from windows set just below and above the yped plus flight-peak intensities I + I_ is given in fig. 6 for 21Ne
ray peaks. The ratio R(d) of the stopped-peak
intensity I and the stopS
X
25
s
and Mg. These ratios R(d) are then fitted with the function
R(d) = (1 - B) S n. exp{-(d + d ) / V . T } + B

in which the mean lifetime T , the zero distance d

I
i
f
i

(2)

and a (small) con-

stant background B (see below) are free parameters. The numbers n. of
recoiling nuclei with velocity v. were determined by fitting a Gaussian
through the measured flight peak at large plunger distance.

17

340

360

-Y-RAY

380

400

ENERGY CkeV]

Fig.
5. Partial y-ray spectra from a natural boron target bombarded with
16
0 ions taken with a Ge(Li) deteotor at 0° to the beam direction at
plunger distances of d = 0t 100 and S40 um.
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3.2.1. Results for

21

Ne(5/2*). The mean velocity v of the

21

Ne nu-

clei in their first-excited state at 351 keV, deduced from the sum of a
number of spectra taken at different distances d, is v = (0.0339 +_
0.0009)c. This is calculated from the first moments of the y~ray photopeaks for which purpose the well-known energies

for the stopped

peaks are used as a reference.
From the fit of eq.(2) to the experimental ratios R(d) we obtained
B - (8 + 6)10
g-decay of

21

. This background is ascribed to contributions from the
21

F and

Na, which nuclei are also formed during bombard-

ment. In a first independent fit the value of d
5.1 +_ 0.9 ym; for

25

Mg we found d

was found to be d

=

= 8.3 +_ 0.8 ym. A measurement of the

plunger capacity versus distance (see subsect. 2.4) yielded a value for
d

of d = 7 + 2 ym, in good agreement with the above values. Since for
o
o
—
the two simultaneous measurements d should be identical, the three d
o
o

values were averaged and the least-squares fitting was repeated with
d~~ = 6.9 +_ 1.1 ym (external error). This final fit yielded T = 10.8 +_
0.4 ps. The error in this value includes uncertainties in the plunger
calibration, v, d

and B. Tlie results are summarized in table 1.

Table 1
Summary of the experimental results and a comparison with known values

State

d

B

(ym)

T (ps)
Present

Ref.6^

21

Ne(5/2*)

6.9 +_ 1.1

( 8 + 6)10~3

10.8 + 0.4

10.2 + 0.2

25

Mg(3/2*)

6.9 ^ 1.1

(28j : 6)10~ 3

16.3 +_ 0.6

16.4 + 0.9

Average value from independent fits for

Ne and

Mg; see text.
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Fig. 6. Stopped fractions of y-ray intensities
for 21Ne(5/2j) and
The best fits through the data points are also shown (see text).

20

700

25

Mg(3/2^),

Mg(3/2+l). The second-excited 3/2* state ;at 975
6}
keV decays (49 +_ 1) % [ref. ] to the first-excited state at 585 keV.
2.2.2. Results for

25

The ground-state decay was outside the energy range of the present experiment. The mean recoil velocity for ^ 5 Mg(2) was found to be v =
(0.0330 _+ 0.0008)c. The data were fitted with d

= 6.9 +_ 1.1 pm (see

above). In this case there is also a small constant background, ascribed to the g-decay of

25

Na, which is found to be B = (28 +_ 6)10

. The

mean lifetime deduced from this fit is T = 16.3 +_ 0.6 ps in which the
error again includes the uncertainties in the various contributing quantities; see also table 1.

4. Summary and conclusion

The plunger system described in the present paper has been shown to
yield results for mean lives in the ps range of excited nuclear states
that agree well with precise literature values (see table 1). The laserinterferometer system has been shown to provide a good means for determining the actual plunger distance relative to the target position. The
quality of the interference patterns also allows a visual inspection of
the flatness of the target and stopper foils under beam conditions.
The digitized readout of the fringe counting system together with remote control of the inchworm spindle position allows one to couple the
system to an on-line computer. This enables one in principle to scan
through the wanted plunger-distance range without human intervention.
This feature, however, has not yet been implemented.
In addition to the experiments described in the present paper, the
9 11 12)
lifetimes of three other states have recently been determined ' '
with,the same plunger system, mainly as a byproduct of g-factor measurements. The results are listed in table 2 together with literature values.
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Table 2
Additional results of recent experiments compared to literature values

State

T (ps)
Present plunger

13

2

C(5/2|)

°O(2*)

29

Si(7/2~)

12.2+ 0.4

a)

12.5

+0.2

b)

10.7 +_ 0.4

c)

9.8

+ 0.7

d)

3.8^0.2

e)

3.74 + 0.19

a)

Ref. 9) .

b)

Mean of values from r e f s . 1 0 ' U ) .

d)

Ref. 1 0 ) .

e)

Ref. 1 2 ) .

The measurements on

13

Literature

fi

C and

c)

f)

Ref. ] 1 ) .

DSA measurement; ref. 1 3 ) .
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O were performed on Y~T^ys detected in

coincidence with outgoing reaction particles at 0

to the beam direction.

In comparing the results with accurate literature values we again see a
good agreement.
We thus conclude that the present versatile plunger system works satisfactorily.
This work was performed as part of the research programme of the
"Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial support from the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek" (ZWO).
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CHAPTER I I

MEASUREMENT OF THE ^-FACTOR AND LIFETIME
OF THE FIRST-EXCITED STATE OF 20 O
A. J RUTTEN, A. HOLTHUJZEN, J. A. G. DE RAEDT \ W. A. STERRENBURG
and G. VAN MIDDELKOOP"

Abstract: The g-factor and mean lifetime of the first-excited 2* state at 1.67 MeV in 2OO have been
determined by means of a plunger set-up. The state was populated by the 3 H(' 8 O, py) 20 O reaction
a t £ ( l 8 O ) = 24.5 MeV. The analysis of p-y anisotropies as a function of flight path of the recoiling
ion in vacuum leads to a value for the ^-factor of \g\ = 0.352 + 0.015 and to a mean life of
T = 10.7±0.4ps.

1. Introduction

Accurate measurements of nuclear ^-factors form in many cases a severe test of
nuclear wave functions. For three even-^4 oxygen isotopes the ^-factors of the firstexcited states have been determined ' ~6) with errors of 5 % for ' 6 O and J8 O and
10 % for 2 0 O. The results for the first two isotopes are well reproduced by shell-model
calculations with Kuo-Brown matrix elements 7 ). A similar calculation for ' 8 O with
modified matrix elements by Chung 8 ), however, is off by many standard deviations.
For 20 O the Chung matrix elements reproduce the known value 6 ) (\g\ = 0.39 + 0.04)
quite well, whereas a shell-model calculation by Arima et al. 9 ) apparently yields
much too small a value, g — —0.15. Experimentally the sign of the ^-factor for
20
O(2f) has been determined to be negative 10 ). From calculations based on simple
pure configurations and the experimental value for 18 O one also expects a rather
small negative value (g ~ -0.2) for 20 O.
Values for the mean lifetime of this state are clearly in mutual disagreement. A
recoil-distance measurement performed simultaneously with the above-mentioned
0-factor experiment 6 ) yielded T = 14.2 ± 0.8 ps, whereas a Doppler-shift attenuation
* Present address: Department of Nuclear Physics, University of Oxford. England.
" Present address: Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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measurement' ! ) yielded T = 9.8+0.7 ps. It has been suggested by Hermans et al.11)
that this apparent discrepancy might be due to a slight, presumably slow, 4^ -» 2^
y-ray feeding in the singles recoil-distance work. If this were true it may also have
affected the ^-factor determination 6 ).
It was therefore thought worthwhile to determine the ^-factor of the 2* state of
20
O with good precision with the coincident time-differential recoil-into-vacuum
method '). At the same time the mean life of this state can be accurately measured.

2. Experimental procedure

The time-differential recoil-into-vacuum method makes use of the very strong
static magnetic hyperfine interaction in highly ionized atoms recoiling at high
velocities in vacuum. Due to this hyperfine interaction the initially aligned spin of
the excited nuclear state is periodically deoriented. This effect is observed by means
of a plunger set-up *• 12 ), as a time-dependent oscillation in the anisotropy of y-rays
deexciting the nuclear state.
The first-excited 2 + state of 2 0 O at 1.67 MeV was populated by means of the
3
H( 18 O, p) 20 O reaction at a bombarding energy of 24.5 MeV. At this energy the
anisotropy of the p-y angular correlation has a maximum for proton detection at 0°
to the beam direction (see fig. 1). This bombarding energy also provides sufficient
recoil velocity for the final nucleus (v/c = 0.039) so that a significant fraction of the

O
ANISOTROPY

105

8 Ï

•I
4 <

20

Fig. 1. Coincident yield and anisotropy for the 3 H( 18 O, p,y) reaction. The yield is averaged over two
12.7 cm diam. x 12.7 cm long Nal(Tl) detectors at 45° and 90° to the beam direction and at 16 cm from
the 100 /ig/cm2 Ti-3H target, for protons detected at 0° with a solid angle of 50 msr, and is given per mC
collected charge. In this experiment the target layer was facing the beam.
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nuclear ions are produced as hydrogen-like ions, which yield the strongest hyperfine
interaction.
2.1. THE DETECTOR SET-UP

Gamma-rays were detected in six 12.7 cm diameter by 12.7 cm long Nal(Tl)
detectors and a large-volume Ge(Li) detector, in coincidence with protons. Four
scintillation detectors were positioned in a horizontal plane at angles +45° and
+90° to the beam direction and two detectors were placed at angles of 45° with the
horizontal plane and at ±90° to the beam direction. They were all placed at 16 cm
from the beam spot on the target. The 125 cm 3 Ge(Li) detector was positioned at 0°
to the beam direction and at a distance of 13.5 cm.
Protons were detected at 0° to the beam direction in a 2 mm thick Si surface-barrier
detector subtending a solid angle of 50 msr. The Si detector was shielded by a
90 ^m thick Au foil to stop the primary ' 8 O beam.
2.2. TARGET PREPARATIONS

A target of hydrated (3H) titanium was produced by NUKEM at Hanau (W.
Germany). It consists of a 1 fim thick nickel foil with a layer of 300 ftgjcm2 Ag
evaporated onto one side to improve the heat conduction. A Ti layer of 100/ig/cm2
was evaporated onto the other side of the nickel foil over an area with a diameter of
3.5 mm. The Ti was hydrated with 3 H by heating the foil to a temperature of about
400 °C in a 3 H atmosphere. In this way a compound is formed with 95 3H atoms
per 100 Ti atoms. In this process the titanium structure is blown up appreciably,
which causes the originally smooth target surface to become rough.
The targets were delivered in pre-stretched form mounted on a ring, which fitted
on the target holder of the plunger (see below).
2.3. THE PLUNGER

The plunger system will be described elsewhere ' 3 ) . Therefore only details relevant
to the present work are given. It consists of two essentially identical conventional
foil stretchers 14 ), one mounted in a fixed position (the target) and one mounted
on a sleigh (the stopper). The target foil can be adjusted so as to be parallel to the
stopper foil. The sleigh is positioned by means of an inchworm f [see also ref. 1 3 )],
a rod of which the position is accurately controlled by three piezo-electric crystals.
The back of each foil is viewed by a laser interferometer. For this purpose thé
laser beam of a He-Ne laser (A = 632 nm), mounted outside the vacuum chamber of
the plunger system, is split into two beams, which in turn are split into a beam
* Burleigh Instruments Inc., East Rochester, NY, USA.
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DIAPHRAGM
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PARTICLE
DETECTOR

uuu

LASER
Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the plunger set-up showing the inchworm drive of the stopper and the light
paths of laser beams in two interferometers. The interference pattern from the stopper foil, formed
outside the vacuum chamber, was used for distance measurements, and that from the target for visual
inspection.

reflected at the back of the target foil (or stopper foil) and a direct reference beam.
The pairs of interfering beams are projected, outside the chamber, through a simple
lens system onto a screen to form a visible interference pattern (see fig. 2). The pattern
of the stopper foil is also viewed by light sensitive diodes connected to a fringecounting system. In this way the relative position of the stopper foil can be measured
to an accuracy of 0.2 fim. Simultaneously the capacity of the condenser formed by
the two foils is measured as an independent check. Two reference points are used
in the positioning procedure, electrical contact of the foils, and a fixed far-distance
point. Positioning during the run was found to be reproducible to within 5 fringes,
i.e. to 1.0 /an.
It was found that the distance of closest approach (electrical contact between the
stopper and the target) was about 50 /mi due to the imperfections of the target foil
(see subsect. 2.2). This distance was estimated independently from an extrapolation
of the measured plunger capacity [see also ref. l 4 ) ] , from the measured y-ray
anisotropy as a function of foil separation (see subsect. 3.2), as well as from the
recoil-distance lifetime measurement (see subsect. 3.4).
2.4. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experiment was performed with the Ti-3H layer facing the stopper. Therefore
the 18O beam had to penetrate the Ag and Ni layers before hitting the 3H target.
It was found experimentally that the incident energy of the I8 O ions should be
26.0 MeV to produce the desired energy of 24.5 MeV at the 3H target. During the
experiment the current of the I 8 O 5 + ion beam, produced with the Utrecht 6 MV
Van de Graaff tandem accelerator, was maintained at 50+ 10 nA to avoid excessive
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Fig. 3. Typical proton spectra coincident with /-ray photo-peaks measured at 0 = 45° and 90°, a
coincident y-ray spectrum and a time spectrum. The displayed spectra represent sums over several runs.

heating of the target and stopper foils. The shift of the stopper foil between beam-on
and -off was found to be less than two fringes (0.4 fxm).
After the experiment a run was performed on the stopper foil only to check the
amount of target material transferred to the stopper. This amount was found to be
negligible.
Data were taken by means of an on-line PDP H/40 computer system. Events,
consisting of digitized pulse heights from the seven y-ray detectors, the particle
detector and the corresponding "timing detectors" (time-to-amplitude converters),
were written on magnetic tape for later off-line analysis. Typical coincident proton,
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y-ray and time spectra are shown in fig. 3. It appeared that during the runs there was
a considerable build-up of carbon On the target. By properly gating the coincident
spectra, however, the background due to this build-up could be greatly suppressed
in the final analysis; see subsect. 3.1.

3. Results
3.1. THE ^-FACTOR MEASUREMENT

The coincident photo-peak intensities W(0) of the 1.67 MeV y-rays at 0 = 90°
and 45° to the beam direction were calculated as follows. Due to carbon build-up
on the target there was a considerable coincident background from the 12 C( I8 O, pn)
28
Al reaction. This background appeared in the particle spectrum as a continuous,
practically linear proton spectrum. For this reason the analysis was performed on
the peaks in the particle spectra corresponding to y-ray photopeaks events in the
y-ray spectra. The net numbers of coincidences were obtained by subtracting
appropriately weighted numbers of counts in particle windows just below and just
above the particle peak from those in the peak window.
The measured anisotropy, i.e. R = W(90°)J ^(45°) as a function of the plunger
distance is given in fig. 4. The point at zero distance in fig. 4 was obtained in a separate
measurement on a different target. The anisotropy was measured with the stopper
far away and later with a stopper at zero distance, which consisted of a 12 mg;cm2
FLIGHT

TIME

15

[ps]

20

25

53

0.25

5

0.20 -

0.05150

200

250

350

630

PLUNGER DISTANCE

Fig. 4. The time-dependent y-ray anisolropy W(90°)'ll'(4S°) measured with the plunger. The curve
represents the best fit to the data; see text. The zero-distance point (open circle) was not used in this fit.
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thick Ag layer evaporated directly onto the target. The ratio of these anisotropies
was found to be 1.73 ±0.09, which in combination with the fitted anisotropy at
far distance (see fig. 4 and subsect. 3.2) leads to a value for the zero-distance point
of W(90°)l W(45°) = 0.111 ± 0.007.
3.2. INTERPRETATION

The 20 O ions recoil out of the target foil into vacuum with a measured velocity
of v = (0.0393±0.0006)c (see subsect. 3.4). This leads to a calculated equilibrium
distribution for single-electron, two- and three-electron ions in vacuum of 26, 49
and 21 %, respectively ' 5 ) . The main contributions of the static hyperfine interaction
to the perturbation of the y-ray angular correlation stem from electron configurations
with an unpaired Is electron. These configurations are obviously the ground state
of the single-electron ions and excited states of two- and three-electron ions.
In table 1 we have listed the single- and two-electron configurations with mean
lives comparable to or larger than the nuclear lifetime. Only those configurations
may contribute to the hyperfine interaction in free ions. The 'SQ and 3 P 0 terms have
been omitted since they yield no hyperfine interaction. The ground state and excitedstate three-electron configurations have interaction strengths comparable to that of
the (2s)1 and those of the (ls)1(2s)1 or (ls)1(2p)1 configurations, respectively. For
this reason three-electron configurations have not been taken into account
explicitly. Because the mean lives of the 2 P terms (see table 1) are short compared to
the nuclear lifetime also these terms have been omitted in the analysis.
The time-dependent perturbation of the y-ray angular correlation W(0) as
measured with the plunger method is described by the coefficient Gk(t), defined
TABLE 1

Single- and two-electron configurations with contributions to the hyperfine interaction in isolated ions
Term

Configuration

Mean life

Interaction *)

460 ns ")
0.4 ps b )

oo

s
w
w

1.3 ms c )
1.5 ns")
6.3 ns c )

s
s
s

Single-electron ions
(Is) 1
(2s)1
(2P)1

2

S 1/2
S 1/2
2
P 1/2.3/2
2

Two-electron ions

(ls)W

3
3

s,
P.

•) Hyperfine interaction denoted by strong (s) and weak (w) have strengths of the order of that of the
(Is) 1 configuration and of an order of magnitude weaker, respectively.
c
ü
") Ref. " ) .
) Ref. 1 7 ).
) Ref. "h.
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by eq. (5) of ref. i2), in the expression

)=

I

Gk(t)QkAkPk(cos0).

In this equation Qk, Ak and Pk denote the finite -/-ray detector attenuation
coefficients, the unperturbed angular correlation coefficients and Legendre polynomials, respectively. The coefficients Gk{t) contain the interaction angular frequencies wFF• for each contributing term i defined by
<ol„. = \ ( 4 - 4 ) = {F(F+ \)~F\F'+1)}

^0,

(2)

where F, F' denote the total angular momentum, i.e. the vector sum of the nuclear
spin / and the atomic spin J, a'j is the corresponding interaction energy 19) and g is
the nuclear ^-factor. Depending on J there can be more than one angular frequency
per term. The coefficients Gk(t) are a sum over contributions from each term
weighted by its relative population a,-; they also depend on the nuclear lifetime T.
The interaction energies a'j were obtained from values given in ref. 12 ). In this way
all frequencies coFF. can be related to <o0 = w^ ^ for the (Is)1 configuration. This
implies that the nuclear ^-factor can be deduced from the measured time-differential
anisotropy essentially by using eq. (1), in which the parameters T, O)0 and a; are
varied to obtain the best fit to the experimental data points. In addition, the distance
of closest approach d0 between target and stopper was taken as an adjustable
parameter (see subsect. 3.3).
The least-squares fit (with a normalized y2 of 1.1) leads to the values for the
parameters that are given in table 2. It should be noted that the values found for a,
may be too low because of the rough surface of the target. This results in flight path
variations for the ions, which in turn leads to an attenuation of the measured anisotropy variation as a function of flight path. Therefore no conclusions should be
drawn from the comparatively low at values for the excited two-electron states
[see e.g. ref. 2 0 )]. The errors given in table 2 correspond to standard deviations. In
subsect. 3.3 we evaluate the error in the ^-factor, by considering the uncertainties in
all contributing parameters.
TABLE 2

Measured parameters deduced from a least-squares fit to the data
Quantity •)

Value

Quantity *)

Value c )

0.71910.018PS" 1
10.3 ± 0 . 8 ps
47
+3
fan
(11
±2) %

«! 3 S,, 2 ,(2s)'}

(5 ±2)%
(4±4)%
(4±4)%
(6±3)%

*) For the meaning of the symbols see text.
) In the final analysis T = 10.7 + 0.4 ps has been used (see subsects. 3.3 and 3.4).
c
) For the 3 S , and 3 P , . 2 terms a statistical distribution has been taken.
b
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3.3. ERROR ANALYSIS

The total error in the «/-factor consists of contributions from uncertainties in a
number of parameters and of course depends on counting statistics. Although some
parameters are correlated the total error is calculated by a quadratic addition of the
contributions to the uncertainty in the ^-factor due to standard deviations in the
various parameters. This is a reasonable procedure since in the computer analysis
of the data (see fig. 4) a simultaneous linear least-squares fit was performed for all
contributing hyperfine frequencies, whose relative values are fixed by the well
known interaction energies [see e.g. ref. I 2 )], for a number of values for g, d0 and T.
The values for d0 and T were determined independently such that the effect on the
ér-factor of their uncertainties could be determined by varying their values within
the error limits. The various contributions to the error in the g-factor are discussed
below (see also table 3).
TABLE 3

Summary of the contributions to the relative error in the y-factor
Source of error

a

) From ref.

Contribution to error (%)

statistics
zero distance
lifetime
recoil velocity
two-electron analysis')

2.6
2.3
0.3
1.5
1.6

total error

4.1

12

).

3.3.1. The zero distance. The zero distance (point of electrical contact between
target and stopper) was determined independently in two ways. It was estimated
from the measurement of the plunger capacity as a function of distance by extrapolation to be d0 — 48 + 3 /an. The distance dQ was also used as an adjustable
parameter in the fit of the mean lifetime of the 2^ state (see subsect. 3.4) and was
found to be d0 = 45+3 /im. In the fit of the ^-factor to the measured time-dependent
7-ray anisotropy (fig. 4) the minimum y2 was obtained for d0 = 47 + 3 /im. Since
these values are in good mutual agreement we have adopted d0 = 47 + 3 /im as an
independent value for the zero distance. It should be noted that the error is a
conservative estimate. The contribution of this uncertainty to the relative error in g
was determined by letting dQ vary between 44 and 50 //m in the ^-factor fit with fixed
values for the other parameters; this yields a contribution of +2.3 % (see table 3).
3.3.2. The lifetime x. The value for T was taken from the lifetime measurement;
see subsect. 3.4. Again the contribution to the error in the g-factor was obtained by
ranging T within plus and minus one standard deviation, which leads to a +0.3 %
variation in g.
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3.3.3. The initial velocity v. The initial velocity was determined Trom the coincident
y-ray spectra measured simultaneously with the Ge(Li) detector at 0° to the beam
direction (see subsect. 3.4). This velocity v is a direct measure of the time scale and
hence of the ^-factor. Therefore the relative error in r (± 1.5 °o) leads to an identical
contribution to the error in g.
3.3.4. The two-electron analysis. The contribution of the uncertainty in this
analysis to the error in g is taken from ref. 12) where the appropriate arguments are
given. This contribution amounts to ±1.6 %.
The relative errors obtained in this way were combined with the statistical error
(2.6 %) and lead to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % in the value of the ^-factor. The value
of coo finally leads to a ^-factor of \g\ = 0.352±0.015.
3.4. THE LIFETIME MEASUREMENT

The y-rays were counted in a 325 cm 3 Ge(Li) detector coincident with protons
detected in a Si surface barrier detector. Both detectors were positioned at 0° to the
beam axis. The net numbers of coincident "flight" and "stopped" y-rays were
obtained after an appropriate background correction. In the total coincident y-ray
spectrum taken by the Ge(Li) detector (see fig. 5a) four peaks are observed in the
1600-1800 keV energy interval. The 1634 keV y-ray corresponds to the 1.63 -> 0 MeV
transition in 20 Ne produced in the /?-decay of 2 0 F, which is formed by the 3 H( 18 O, n)
20
F reaction. The 1779 keV y-ray is due to the 28A1 /?-decay following the
12
C( I8 O, pn)28Al reaction. The?;? 'ines disappear by properly gating on protons
corresponding to the 20 O(2f) si .e. The remaining two lines (see figs. 5a and b)
correspond to y-rays from the 20 O 1.67 -* 0 MeV transition detected in flight and
after stopping of the recoiling 20 O ions, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Fraction of 20O(2*) nuclei decaying in the stopper, /,(/^ + / ( ). as a function of the plunger
distance. The curve is a best fit for a superposition of the exponential decay and deorientation (see text).

The energy separation of the photopeaks corresponding to y-rays emitted in night
and emitted after the nuclei have slowed down in the stopper was found to be
65.3 + 0.6 keV. The energy calibration was obtained from the photopeak positions
of the unshifted 1633.7±0.3 keV 20 Ne y-ray 21) and the "stopped" 1673.7±0.2 keV
20
O y-ray 21 ). Together with corrections for the y-ray detector opening angle (19°)
and for relativistic effects the energy separation between "stopped" and "flight"
peaks leads to a recoil velocity of v = (0.0393 + 0.0006)c for the excited 2 0 O ions in
vacuum.
The measured stopped fraction, i.e. the number of photopeak counts /s for the
"stopped" 1.67 MeV y-ray divided by the number of photopeak counts / s + / f in
the "stopped" and "flight" y-rays together, is given as a function of plunger
distance d in fig. 6. These data were fitted by the commonly used expression
/ s /(/ s + /f) = exp [ — (d+do)/vT)

(3)

with superposition of the spin-deorientation effect. This effect can be computed in a
straightforward fashion from the numbers given in table 2. Parameters in the fit are
T and d0. The least-squares fit (with a normalized x2 of 1.4) leads to a mean life and
zero distance of x = 10.7±0.4 ps and d0 = 45 + 3 /mi, respectively. Both values are
in good agreement with those found from the analysis of the «/-factor measurement;
see sübsect. 3.2.
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4. Conclusion
In table 4 we have listed the known experimental values for the magnetic dipole
moments of the first-excited states of even O-isotopes together with the available
theoretical predictions. Unfortunately none of the theoretical papers reports
calculations for all three isotopes. The Kuo-Brown calculations 7 ) only concern the
somewhat trivial (doubly even, T = 0) 16 O and the T = 1 18 O isotope and yield
realistic values. The more sophisticated calculations of Chung 8 ) with slightly
modified Kuo-Brown matrix elements yield a poor value for I 8 O but correctly
predict the dipole moment for 20 O. This may not be too surprising since the matrix
elements were fitted in the mass region A = 18-22. The calculation by Arima 9 ),
finally, concerns only 20 O and yields an unrealistically low value. In this paper a
central residual interaction with a gaussian-shape radial dependende has been used.
TABLE 4

Magnetic moments of first-excited states of even O-isotopes
Isotope (I")

H„ p M )(n.m.)

/i lhcof (n.m.)

"0(3,-)

+1.65±0.09 b)
+ 1.71+0.15 c )

+1.56 *)

18

O(21+)

- 0 . 5 7 ± 0.03 d )
-0.70±0.08l)

-0.56k)
- 0 . 8 2 s)

O(21+)

-0.78±0.08f)
- 0 . 7 0 ±0.03»)

-0.30j)
-0.72')

20

•)
)
f
)
h
)
b

The signs are from refs. " • s - l 0 ) for " O ,
e
Rcf. ')•
) Ref. *)•
") Ref. 3 ).
Present work.
j
Ref. 7 ).
•) Ref. •).
) Ref. »).

I8

O and 2 0 O, respectively.
f
') Ref. 4 ).
) Rcf. 6 ).

Clearly, better calculations are needed to reproduce the magnetic dipole moments
of three isotopes simultaneously. It is likely that for 18 O core excitations must be included, whereas for 20 O this may be unnecessary.
The mean lifetime z determined by the present work to be z = 10.7 + 0.4 ps is in
good agreement with the value measured with Doppler-shift attenuation [T = 9.8 + 0.7
ps; see ref. n ) ] , but is more precise. The present value disagrees significantly,
however, from that of a previous recoil-distance experiment 6 ), which yielded
T = 14.2 + 0.8 ps, a discrepancy which is discussed in the introduction.
The present experimental value leads to a single-particle strength of M2(E2) =
1.76+0.07 W.u. for the 2f -• Of y-ray transition. The value calculated by Arima 9 )
amounts to A/2(E2) = 1.68 W.u. The agreement with experiment is, however,
fortuitous since the 2f wave function of Arima cannot be correct; see above. A
calculation based on the Chung wave functions 8 ) for the 2f and Of states yields
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a single-particle strength for the 2\ -> Of transition of 1.7 W.u. for a neutron effective
charge of en = 0.6. Although this charge is somewhat higher than commonly used
in this mass region [i.e. en — 0.5, a value that was also taken in the calculation of
Arima et al. 9 ); see above] it is not unreasonable in view of the available small
configuration space.
We may thus conclude that of the presently known wave functions those of
Chung describe the properties of 20 O(2f) best.
We like to thank A. G. M. van Hees for calculating the 2\ -*• Of transition strength
in 20 O.
This work was performed as part of the research programme of the "Stichting
voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial support from the
"Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek" (ZWO).
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CHAPTER III
MEASUREMENT OF THE g-FACTOR AND MEAN
LIFETIME OF THE 13 C(5/2*) STATE
A.J. RUTTEN, A. HOLTfflJIZEN, W.A. STERRENBURG * \ C.P.M. VAN ENGELEN,
and
G. VAN MIDDELKOOP

'

Fysisch Laboratorium, Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht,
P.O. Box 80.000, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: The g-factor and mean life of the 5/2
13

state at 3.85 MeV in

C have been determined by a recoil-into-vacuum plunger measure-

ment. The state was populated by the 2 H( 12 C,p) reaction at E =
15.0 MeV. The analysis of the time-differential deorientation effect
on the p-y angular correlation leads to a g-factor of
|g| = 0.550 ± 0.019. For the mean lifetime a value of x = 12.2 ± 0.4
ps is obtained

1. Introduction

The first 5/2 + state of

13

C at E

x

= 3.85 MeV is believed to be a ra-

ther pure single-particle d ,. state. It has been observed in the
12

C(d,p) reaction with a spectroscopie factor close to 1; see ref.

.

Present address: KVI, Paddepoel, Groningen, The Netherlands.
' Present address: Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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If this state had indeed predominantly a (d^yj)1 configuration it would
have a g-factor close to the Schmidt value of g = -0.76, which is also
the experimentally known value of the ground-state g-factor of
[ref.
viously

' ] . The g-factor of the 5/2* state in

13

17

0

C has been measured pre-

' to be, |gj • 0.59 ± 0.05, a value which is different to re-

concile with the Schmidt value. The sign of the g-factor is known to
be negative
For the present precise measurement of this g-factor our new plunger
4)
set-up
was used in a time-differential deorientation measurement.
This method is known to be accurate, especially when a large fraction
of the nuclear excited ions recoiling out of a thin target foil has
only a single Is electron left over. For a light ion like

13

C it is re-

latively easy to obtain the required degree of ionization.
Simultaneously with the g-factor measurement we have determined the
mean lifetime precisely with the recoil-distance method. There is an
appreciable spread in the known experimental values, in particular for
those determined with the Doppler-shift attenuation method, compared to
those from recoil-distance measurements [see ref.

].

2. Experimental procedure

The recoil-distance (RD) technique for time-differential deorientation-in-vacuum measurements of nuclear g—factors of short-lived excited states has been described extensively in the literature

' .

In such measurements one determines as a function of the plunger distance
the anisotropy of y-rays emitted in the decay of an excited state.
Variations in this anisotropy reflect the periodic perturbation of the
alignment of the nuclear spin of the decaying excited state due to the
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magnetic hyperfine interaction in highly ionized atoms. Essential for
the time-dependant detection of the high-frequency perturbation of the
y-ray anisotropy is a plunger system with good stability and reproducibility in the target-stopper distance. For that reason we have used
in the present experiment a plunger system in which the length of the
flight path for the ions, adjusted by means of a fully piezo-electrical
"inchworm", is measured on line with a laser interferometer set-up.
4)
Further details are published elsewhere
.
The 5/2

state of
2

13

C at an excitation energy of E

12

13

= 3.85 MeV was

populated by the H( C,p) C

reaction at a resonance energy of

E( 1 2 C) = 15.0 MeV; see ref.

. The target

' consisted of a stretched

2

1.0 ym thick nickel foil with a 300 pg/cm Ag layer on the side facing
the incoming

12

C beam to improve the heat conduction, and with a

deuterated Ti layer with a thickness of 110 pg/cm2 on the other side.
Deuteration was performed by heating the foil to 400 °C in a deuterium
gas atmosphere. By this process a compound is formed with Ti and 2 H
atoms in the ratio one to one.
Gamma-rays corresponding to the decay of the 3.85 MeV level with a
mean lifetime of about 12 ps (see also subsect. 3.4) were detected in
coincidence with outgoing protons. The latter were detected in a 2 mm
thick Si surface barrier detector, placed at 9 = 0° to the beam direction
and at 4.0 cm distance from the target, subtending a full opening angle
of 19°. The detector was shielded against the
Au foil. The emitted

a

12

C beam by a 20 nm thick

s

y~* y were detected in six 12.7 cm long by 12.7 cm

diameter cylindrical Nal(Tl) counters and two Ge(Li) detectors with
active volumes of 125 cm3. Four Nal crystals were placed in a horizontal
plane at angles 0 = ±45° and

±90° to the beam direction and two such

crystals were also placed at 9 = ±90° but tilted to an angle of 45° with
the horizontal plane. These six detectors were positioned at a Üstance
of 16.0 cm from the target centre.
The two Ge(Li) detectors were located in the horizontal plane at

' Produced by NUKEM, Hanau, W.-Germany
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6 « ±135° to the beam direction and at 13.5 cm distance from the target.
These counters were primarily used to determine the lifetime of the
3.85 MeV state (see subsect. 3.4) simultaneously vith the g-factor
measurement. They also served as a check on possible background lines
which might not have been found with the poorer-resolution scintillation detectors.
In the experiment the distance between the target and the 10 pm thick
stretched nickel stopper foil was varied over a range of about 250 pm
in steps of 20 pm. In addition two runs were performed at a distance of
615 pm, one at the beginning and one at the end of the experiment.
Distance setting was done by means of the piezo-electrically driven
4)
inchworm
always by starting from electrical contact between target
and stopper. The distance between the foils was measured by means of
4)
the interferometer fringe-counting system
to an accuracy of 0.2 urn.
Positioning was found to be reproducible to within 1.0 pm. An additional
check on the distance was obtained from measuring the capacity formed
by the target and stopper foils. Visual inspection of the projected
interference patterns for target and stopper made it possible to check
the flatness of the foils during the runs.
It was found from inspection of the interference patterns that the
target and stopper foils stayed flat if the current of the

12 It

C

beam

was limited to 50 nA. For this beam current the calculated temperature
increase of the stopper-foil stretcher amounts to 10 °C, which corresponds to a change in the recoil distance of 0.3 pm. A beam of 18.4 MeV
12

C ions was produced with the Utrecht 7 MV tandem Van de Graaff acce-

lerator. At this bombarding energy the

12

C ions have an energy of

2

15.0 MeV in the Ti H target after the passage of the beam through the
Ag and Ni layers.
The digitized data from particle and y~ray detectors and the corresponding time-to—amplitude converters were collected with an on-line
PDP 11/40 computer system by event-mode recording on magnetic tape.
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3. Results

3.1 THE g-FACTOR MEASUREMENT
Typical gated particle, y-ray and time spectra are shown in fig. 1.
The proton spectrum was obtained by gating on y-ray photopeak events
recorded with a Nal detector. Since the resolution of this detector is

PROTONS
2

-KV

H( 12 C.PY) 13 C

300

200 •

100

3.0

4.0
5XD
• PROTON ENERGY CMeVJ

200 "

150 -

100 •

2.0
3.0
4.0
— • Y-RAY ENERGY CMeVJ

2.0
3.0
• Y-RAY ENERGY CMeVD

•Fig. 1. Typical gated coincident spectra for protons, y-rays and time. The
P2 and ps groups in the proton
spectrum correspond to excitation of the
3.68 and Z. 85 MeV states of 13C. The y-ray spectra were obtained with a
window in the proton p$ group.
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not sufficient for resolving completely the 3.85 and 3.68 MeV y-rays,
the latter resulting from the ground-state decay of the second-excited
13

C state, the corresponding p„ group is not entirely suppressed in

the proton spectrum. The p, group corresponds to excitation of the
E x = 3.85 MeV level. Since this level not only decays to the ground
state (64 %) but also to the 3.68 MeV state (36 Z) one can not avoid
contributions from the 3.68 MeV y-rays in the gated y-ray spectra;
see fig. ].
In the measured anisotropy of the p~-gated y-ray spectra as a function
of the plunger distance one therefore always has contributions from the
secondary 3.68 MeV y-ray. Fortunately the mean lifetime of the 3.68 MeV
state is very short (1.6 fs) such that the contribution due to the
hyperfine interaction for that state is negligible. One may, however,
have an effect on the secondary 3.68 MeV y-ray due to the hyperfine
interaction for the 3.85 MeV level. The effect on the time-differential
anisotropy for a mixture of 3.85 and 3.68 MeV y-rays, is identical to
that for only the 3.85 MeV y-ray, provided that in the analysis one
takes angular correlation coefficients A,, for the unperturbed correlation that apply to the same mixture. These coefficients were determined
in a separate experiment; see subsect. 3.2.
To suppress the effects of possible (small) gain shifts in the
photomultiplier tubes of the Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors and to improve statistics, y-ray events were in all cases taken in the interval
E

= 1 . 2 - 4 . 2 MeV. From the coincidence spectra taken with the Ge(Li)

detector we found that there are no contaminant y-rays in that window.
The measured y-ray anisotropy R = W(90°)/W(45°) as a function of
the distance between target and stopper is given in fig. 2. Due to the
surface condition of the target it was found impossible to take data at
distances less than about 35 ym; see subsects. 3.2 and 3.4. Still two
full periods of the oscillatory pattern could be detected, which is
sufficient for an accurate determination of the g-factor.
After the experiment the target was removed and a run was performed
only on the stopper. No transfer of target material to the stopper was
found.
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Fig. 2. Gamma-ray anisotvopy W(90°)/W(45°) as a function of the plunger
distance. The curve represents a least-squares fit to the data; see text.

3.2 THE ANALYSIS
From a kinematics calculation it followed that the excited

13

C ions

recoiled out of the target foil with a velocity of v = (0.0401 ± 0.0003)c,
consistent with the value deduced from the measured Doppler shifts in
the coincident Ge(Li) spectra (see sufasect. 3.4). At this velocity the
equilibrium charge state distribution

for the ions in vacuum has been

8

calculated ^ to be <J.(6+) = 10 %, <j>(5+) = 51 %, <t>(4+) = 3fr % and
<|>(3+) = 3 %. Hence the main contribution to the hyperfine interaction
is due to the single-electron (5+) ions in the (Is) 1 ,

2s

,/ 2 configuration

Some additional interaction is also expected from excited two-electron
(4+) ions in the (Is)1 (2s) 1 , 3Sj and the (ls)1(2p)1, 3 Pj and 3 P 2 configurations, since these states have mean lives which are long compared to
the nuclear lifetime of the 5/2? level of

13

C ; see refs.

' '

. These
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configurations all have a hyperfine component comparable in strength to
that of the (Is) 1 configuration. In the analysis we have also included
the possibility of a contribution of the much weaker interacting (2s) 1 ,
2

S ,„ configuration. Contributions of the short-lived (2p)x ion and of

three-electron ions have been omitted.
The coincident Y~ray intensity at an angle 6 to the beam direction
as a function of. time after the excited nuclei recoil out of the target
into vacuum, is given by the general expression

"<••*> = k«0*2,4 G k < t ) Q k V k < c o s 9 >

(1)

In this expression Q, , A. and P, are the correction factors for the
finite solid angle of the v~ray detectors, the angular correlation coefficients and Legendre polynominals, respectively. The time dependence
is entirely contained in the ^ ( t ) coefficients as given in eq. (5) of
ref.

. These coefficients are a function of the angular frequencies

w ™ i for the configurations i contributing to the hyperfine interaction.
These frequencies are in turn a function of the different total angular
momentum F, F' to which the nuclear spin I and atomic spin J can couple,
the corresponding hyperfine interaction energy a* Jsee ref.
leigy a_

ID-]

and

[see iei>

the nuclear g-factor. They are defined by

«Jp, = i {F(F+1) - F'(F' + 1)} ajg/li.

(2)

The G (t) coefficients are each a sum over contributions for each term
i weighed by its relative population a.; they are also a function of
the lifetime T of the nuclear state. It should be noted that the G. (t)
coefficients in this case apply to Y~rays emitted in flight as well as
after the recoiling nuclei have slowed down in the stopper. In the
analysis corrections were made for differences in solid angle and counter
efficiency for the "flight" and "stopped" fractions.
In order to be able to fit the experimental ratios
R(t) = W(90°,t)/W(45°,t) one must know the coefficients A^ for the unperturbed angular correlation pertaining to y-rays in the K2-4.2 MeV
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energy interval. We have therefore performed an additional angular
correlation experiment at six angles with the stopper set at a large
distance from the target to determine these coefficients. In this case
one has the following expression for the angular correlation

with

o) =

£

'

k=0,2,4

12)

U

(21+1 ) 2

0

The hyperfine angular frequency iaQ for ions in a (Is)1 configuration and
the fraction a. of such ions were taken from an initial fit to the
measured time-differential anisotropy. In eq. (4) contributions of the
hyperfine interaction due to other (excited) ion configurations were
ignored, since these contributions turn out to be small (see below).
From this analysis, in which Q. coefficients were calculated from
ref.

13)

, the unperturbed correlation coefficients (normalized to A„ = 1)

were found to be A 2 = 0.23 ± 0.03 and A, = -Q.26 ± 0.Q3. They are in
good agreement with the coefficients as determined by Beene et al.
Values for the interaction energies a were calculated from those
6)
given in ref.
. It is therefore possible to relate through eq. (2)
all frequencies w ™ , to the frequency w- = u ,. _,. for the (Is)* electron configuration. One can now, by using eq. (1) and eq. (5) of ref.
calculate the ratio R(t) in which the unknown quantities are o)Q, the
coefficients a. and the lifetime T. The frequency <oQ is directly related to the g-factor [see eq. (2)] and the lifetime T was taken from
the simultaneous lifetime measurement (see subsect. 3.4) to be
T = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps. The parameters ÜJQ and a. in the expression for R(t)
are now varied to obtain the best fit to the experimentally determined
R-values; see fig. 2. In this procedure the distance of closest approach
dg between the target and stopper was taken equal to the value found in
the lifetime measurement, i.e. dQ = 34 ± 3 ym, consistent with the
value deduced from the capacity measurement.
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The results of the fit are listed in table 1. In this fit the populations of the 3 S . and 3 P. „ terms were constrained to be statistically
distributed in proportion to 2J + 1. In a preliminary fit in which the
populations were all varied independently we found physically unrealistic (negative) values for some of the two-electron configurations. The
normalized goodness-of-fit parameter was found to be x 2 * 1*2. The errors
given in table 1 for the fitted parameters correspond to standard deviations .
If one considers the calculated charge-state fractions for the

13

C

ions at v/c « 0 . 0 4 (see above) then one would have 80 Z and 65 Z of the
single-electron and two-electron ions, respectively, in their ground
states. This would imply that 20 % of the single-electron ions are in
the (2s) 1 configuration, corresponding to an a of 10 Z. Such a high
value is clearly not allowed (see table 1). The conclusion therefore
must be that under the present experimental conditions (41 ± 3)Z of the
ions are in the <|> = 5+ state. Consequently the percentage of 4+ ions
must be somewhat higher than 36 Z leading to a fraction of ground-state
two-electron ions of more than 70 %. These observations are in good

Table ]
Parameters deduced from a least-squares fit to the data
Quantity

Value
0.569 + 0.006 ps *
ps
12.2

T b)

d
a{2S

a\

o

b)

34
1

!/2'

Quantity

(Is) )

(41±2) %

ym

Value

a)

a{ Sj}

(0 +2 ) Z
(3 .3±0.4) jr

a(3Pj}
a{3p2}

(3.3±0.4) Z
(5 .6+0.6) z

3

In the fit the 3s and 3 P „ populations were constrained to be staJ
l ,z
tistically distributed according to 2J + 1.
The value for this quantity was taken from the lifetime measurement;
see subsect. 3.4.
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agreement with the conclusions giyen by Doubt

.

By taking into account all contributions to the uncertainty in the
g-factor (see subsect. 3.3) the value of U Q from this fit leads to an
absolute value for the g-factor of |g| = 0.550 ± 0.019.

3.3 ERROR ANALYSIS
The total relative error in the g-factor has been calculated from the
error contributions of the individual parameters, i.e. the zero distance
dg, the mean lifetime T , the recoil velocity v and the angular correlation coefficients A£ and A,. The statistical error of course also
contributes; it includes the uncertainties of the population parameters
determined in the fit but does not include the uncertainties in the
interaction strengths a.^ for the two-electron ions. These uncertainties
were therefore estimated separately following the procedure outlined by
Horstman et al.

. The individual error contributions, which are added

quadratically to obtain the total error, are presented in table 2 and
are discussed in some detail below.

Table 2
Contributions to the relative error in the g-factor

Source of error

Contribution to error (%)

Statistics

1.1

Zero distance

2.7

Lifetime

0.Q

Recoil velocity

0.8
a)

Two-electron analysis
Angular correlation coefficients

0.7
1.5

Total error

3.4

From estimates made in ref.
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(i) The zero distance dL. This parameter was determined independently
from the fit to the ratio of y~rays emitted by nuclei slowed down in
the stopper to those emitted in flight as a function of the plunger distance (see subsect. 3.4) to be ÓQ = 34 ± 3 ym. By letting d Q vary between
31 and 37 um we found a variation in the g-factor value of ±2.7 Z.
(ii) The lifetime T. The mean life was also determined independently
to he T = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps (see subsect. 3.4), a value that agrees well
with the literature value

. A variation of x within its error limits

does not significantly affect the value of g.
(Hi) The recoil velocity v. This velocity was determined from a
kinematics calculation (see subsect. 3.4) to a precision of 0.8 %.
Since the recoil velocity determines the conversion factor for recoil
distance to time, its relative error contribution is equal to that for
the g-factor.
(iv) The two-electron analysis. Unlike the hyperfine interaction
strengths a

for single-electron ions that are known exactly

, the

J

interaction strengths for two-electron ions are known less precisely.
For reasons given in ref.
3

uncertainties of 3 and 8 % were assumed

3

in aj( Sj) and aj( P, ^)» respectively. This leads to a relative error
contribution of Q.7 %.
(v) The angular correlation coefficients 4o and A.. Since in the
present case these coefficients could not be determined precisely their
error contributions were taken into account explicitly by assuming a
maximum coupling between the uncertainties in A- and A, given above.
This then leads to an additional error of 1.5 %.
Together with a statistical uncertainty in u n of 1.1 % the aboveestimated errors lead to a total relative error in the g-factor of 3.4 %.
3.4 THE LIFETIME MEASUREMENT
Gamma-rays, detected in coincidence with protons at 0° to the beam
direction, were recorded as a function of plunger distance with two
large-volume Ge(Li) detectors at ±(135.0 ± 0.5)° to the beam direction.
A partial spectrum of one of the detectors gated with the pg group in
the proton spectrum (see fig. 1), taken at a plunger distance of
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d = 100 pm, is shown in fig. 3. The four, well separated, full-energy
peaks correspond to Y~rays from the ground-state decays of the 3.68 and
3.85 MeV levels emitted in flight and after the

13

C recoils have come to

a stop in the stopper.

i
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i

i
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4.0
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Fig. 3. Gated coincident y-ray spectrum taken with a Ge(Li) detector at
135° to the beam direction for a plunger distance of 100 \im. The stopped
(S) and flight (F) peaks for the 3.68 + 0 and 3.85 + 0 MeV transitions
are indicated.

From the "flight" (F) and "stopped" (S) peak positions for the 3.85
MeV Y-ray one can in principle compute the recoil velocity with which
the

13

C

nuclei left the target foil. Spectra from both detectors led

to an average value for the energy difference of these two peaks of
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AE * 109.5 ± 0.9 keV. For the energy calibration the well known energies
of 3853.62 + 0.15 and 3684.37 ± 0.14 keV [see ref.1*] were used for the
"stopped" peaks. On including the effects of the finite opening angles
of the Ge(Li) detectors (15° and 19°), the p-y angular correlation (see
subsect. 3.2) and the accuracy of the detector angles one finds a recoil
velocity for the

i3

C

nuclei of v - (0.0403 ± 0.0004)c. This value may

be compared to the velocity calculated from kinematics of
v » (0.0401 ± 0,0003)c. In this calculation the slowing-down in part of
the 110 ug/cm2 thick Ti 2 H target was taken into account with an uncertainty of ±30 ug/cm2 in the layer that the

13

C ions had to traverse. In

the calculated value for v the finite opening angle of the particle detector was also accounted for. Since the computed value is slightly more
precise we have based the g-factor and mean lifetime calculations on
the kinematics value.
The best numbers of counts in the "stopped" and "flight" peaks of the
3.85 MeV y-ray as a function of plunger distance were obtained from the
measured spectra after corrections had been made for the energy dependence
of the detector efficiencies and for relativistic effects on the detector
opening angles. The stopped fraction, i.e. the ratio of counts in the
"stopped" peak I and in the "stopped" and "flight" peaks together
s
I + If, is plotted versus plunger distance d in fig. 4. These data were
fitted by the expression
I s /(I S +I f ) = (l-B)exp{-(d+do)/vT} + B

(5)

onto which the spin-deorientation effect due to the magnetic hyperfine
interaction is superimposed. This effect is calculated in a straightforward fashion from the parameter values presented in table 1. The
parameter B in eq. (5) takes care of a possible small constant background. The least-squares fit, with a normalized x 2 of 0.9 leads to
values of the mean lifetime, the plunger zero distance and the background
of T = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps, dQ = 34 ± 3 pm and B = (2±6) x 10~ 3 , respectively.
The result of this fit is given by the full curve in fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The stopped fraction of y-rays taken with the two Ge(Li) detectors at ±135° to the beam direction as a function of the plunger distance.
These ratios were obtained from the sums of the measured intensities. The
curve represents a least-squares fit in which the hyperfine interaction
is accounted for.

4. Conclusion and discussion

The presently determined value of the g-factor for the 5/2* state
of

13

C at E

= 3.85 MeV, |g| = 0.550 ± 0.019, confirms the result of a
2^
previous experiment by Beene et al. , |g| = 0.59 ± 0.05, but is more
precise. The mean lifetime of this state was also deduced from the
present experiment; it was found to be T = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps. In table 3
the present value is compared to the results of earlier recoildistance

'

' and Doppler-shift attenuation

18

» 1 9 » 2 5 ) measurements.
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The present low value for the g-factor clearly shows that the first
5/2

state of

13

C is not a pure single-particle (d,..-)1 state, which

would have a g-factor of g * -0.76. This indicates that, although the
spectroscopie factor for this state deduced from the (d, p) reaction
is close to unity

, other configurations must contribute to its wave
20 21)
function. Weak-coupling calculations
'
, in which a neutron in the
s and d shells is coupled to the 1 2 C core in its ground state and first+
2)
excited 2 state, lead to g-factors
between g * -0.74 and -0.69,
which is still close to the single-particle Schmidt value. A much better
22)
result is obtained in a more recent calculation by Meder and Purcell
They find in the weak-coupling model by including substantial admixtures
(up to 30 % in intensity) of configurations in which a d . and a p ,_
neutron is coupled to the 2

and 3. core—excited states, respectively,

Tahle 3
Results of lifetime measurements

Recoil distance
T(ps)

10.7 ± 1.0
9.9 ± 0.9
12.4 ±

0.8

13.0 ± 0 . 4

a).

12.3 ± 0.5

present:

12.2 ± 0.4

mean

a)

15)
16)
2)

T(ps)

7 .5 ± 2 . 5
9 .0 ± 2 .0
12 . 6 ± 0 . 3

Ref.
18)
19)
25)

17)

(external error)

1)
An average value of x = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps is given in a review paper
.
19}
In that case all RD values and the DSA value from ref. l have been
taken into account.
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Ref.

Doppler-shift attenuation

a g-factor of g = -0.62. A recent shell-model calculation

23)

with a

residual surface-delta interaction in which up to four holes in the
p

3/2

sne

are

H

allowed» yields a g-factor of g = -0.54. In this calcu-

lation with bare nucleon g-factors the single-particle (d_/«)* component
contributes 71 % (intensity) to the wave function. This leads to an
increase of g by 0.07 compared to the Schmidt value. The next strongest
contributions are from the < d 5 / 2 ) 1 ( P3/2 J ~ 1 ( p i/2 ) 1

a n d (d

5/2 ) 1 ( p 3/2*~ 2 ( p l/2 ) 2

configurations (together 25 % in intensity). This leads to a further
increase of the g-factor by 0.13 bringing it up to g = -0.56. In fact
this wave function is probably very similar to that of Meder and

Purcell

22

K

The present value for the mean lifetime of the 3.85 MeV state is in
excellent agreement with the mean value of previous recoil—distance measure*
ments and with the accurate value from Doppler-shift attenuation work
25)
by Hermans et al.
; see table 3. The experimentally determined mean
life of T = 12.2 ± 0.4 ps, together with the known y~ray branchings
and the E3/M2 mixing ratio

' for the 5/2* •+ l/2~ transition

(6 = +0.12 ± 0.03), leads to

|M(M2)| 2

for the 5/2. -*• 1/2. and 5/2

•> 3/2

= 0.48 and |M(E1)|2 = 0.011 W.u.
transitions, respectively. The wave

functions of Meder and Purcell for these states reproduce the strengths
beautifully (0.42 and 0.008 W.u.). A shell-model calculation by Jager
24)
et al.
, in which up to five holes in the p,/~ shell are taken into
account, also led to realistic values of 0.5 and 0.006 W.u. The other
(weak-coupling) calculations yield values that are badly off [2.9 and
20)
71)
0.04 W.u. from ref.
, or 1.0 and 0.004 W.u. from ref. " ] .

This work was performed as part of the research programme of the
"Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial support from the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek" (ZWO).
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SAMENVATTING

Nauwkeurige-experimentele metingen zijn noodzakelijk voor de toetsing
van theoretische kernmodellen. Zo ontleent het stuk experimentele kernfysica dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven zijn motivatie en interpretatie aan het beschikbaar zijn van schillenmodelberekeningen van de
gemeten fysische grootheden. Magnetische dipoolmomenten en levensduren
van de eerste aangeslagen toestand in
stand in

13

20

O en de derde aangeslagen toe-

C zijn bepaald met de "recoil-distance" methode. De kernreac-

ties die werden gebruikt om de te onderzoeken toestanden te produceren
zijn van het type a(B,d)D*. Hierbij worden zware ionen (B) met grote
snelheid op trefplaatkernen (a) geschoten, welke zijn aangebracht op een
dun folie. De bij deze kernreactie geproduceerde kernen D*, in een aangeslagen toestand, vliegen met hoge snelheid door het folie heen, in het
vacuüm er achter. Ten gevolge van elektronenverlies in het folie zijn de
atomen van D* sterk geïoniseerd, afhankelijk van de (gekozen) uittreesnelheid. De meest ideale situatie voor het meten van magnetische dipoolmomenten is die waarbij de kern D* nog vergezeld wordt van slechts één enkel elektron, omdat in zo'n waterstofachtig systeem de magnetische hyperfijnwisselwerking tussen de kernspin I en de elektronspin J het meest
uitgesproken is. Deze hyperfijnwisselwerking werkt alleen gedurende de
tijd dat kern D* beweegt in het vacuüm, want zodra deze wordt ingevangen
in een stopper (bijvoorbeeld een dik goudfolie) aangebracht op enige afstand achter het trefplaatje, wordt de wisselwerking uitgeschakeld ten
gevolge van elektronenvangst door het afremmende ion. De hyperfijnwisselwerking manifesteert zich als een periodieke verstoring van de oriëntatie van kernspin I en dientengevolge als een periodieke oscillatie in de
intensiteit van de, bij het verval van de kernen D*, uitgezonden gamnastraling gemeten onder een bepaalde hoek. De afstand tussen trefplaatfolie en stopperfolie is nauwkeurig instelbaar en fungeert zo, bij een gegeven snelheid van de kernen D*, als een klok in het picosecondegebied.
De periode van de genoemde oscillatie kan nu tijds-differentieel gemeten
worden door de trefplaat-stopper afstand te variëren (plungermethode).
Deze oscillatiefrequentie is een maat voor het magnetisch dipoolmoment
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c.q. de gyromagnetijsiehe verhouding of g-factor.
De kernen die in vlucht vervallen kunnen onderacheidelijk gemeten
worden van de kernen die vervallen na afgeremd te zijn in het stoppermateriaal, omdat de energie van de uitgezonden gammastraling een Dopplerverschuiving vertoond. Uit de gemeten fractie gestopte kernen, als
functie van de trefplaat-stopper afstand, kan de levensduur T ^ van kern
D* worden afgeleid.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een plungersysteem beschreven, speciaal ontworpen voor het meten van g-factoren en levensduren. Bij deze plungeropstelling is de afstand trefplaat- en stopperfolie instelbaar met behulp van een "inchworm", welke bestaat uit digitaal gestuurde piezoelektrische kristallen. Hiermee kunnen stapjes gemaakt worden van 6 nm
over een lengte van 25 mm (1 inch). Zo'n "inchworm" wordt bijvoorbeeld
ook gebruikt in de microchirurgie en hersenonderzoek. Aangezien de instelling van de "inchworm" niet geheel reproduceerbaar bleek, is een onafhankelijke meting van de verplaatsing noodzakelijk. Dit wordt gedaan
via een Michelson laserinterferometer, waarbij de verplaatsing van het
stopperfolie (ten opzichte van het vast opgestelde trefplaatfolie)
rechtevenredig is met het aantal interferentielijnen dat voorbij schuift.
Door met twee lichtgevoelige dioden dit aantal interferentielijnen te
tellen kan de verplaatsing van het stopperfolie gemeten worden met een
nauwkeurigheid van 0,2 ym. Doordat zowel het trefplaatfolie als het
stopperfolie in een interferometer zijn opgenomen hebben we tevens de
mogelijkheid om de conditie van beide folies, die bijvoorbeeld door bundelbeschadiging of thermische uitzetting zou kunnen veranderen, visueel
te controleren tijdens de metingen.
In hoofdstuk 3 en 4 worden metingen van het magnetisch dipoolmoment
en de levensduur van de eerste aangeslagen toestand in 2 "0 en van de
derde aangeslagen toestand in
tisch berekende waarden.
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i3

C beschreven en vergeleken met theore-
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift

MAGNETIC MOMENTS AND LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
WITH A PIEZO-ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PLUNGER

1. In de beschrijving door Jones et al.

van de experi-

menteel bepaalde resultaten in "recoil-distance" levensduurmetingen met de uitdrukking

(l-B)exp{-(d +d)/vx}+B,

wordt de parameter d

ten onrechte geïdentificeerd met

de dichtste nadering tussen het trefplaatje en stopfolie.
K.W. Joness A.Z. Schwapzsehild en E.K. Warburton^
Phys. Rev. 178 (1969) 1773.

2. Berekeningen van spectroscopische grootheden via gemiddelden van machten van observabelen over schillenmodelconfiguraties -de zo geheten statistische spectroscopiehouden ten onrechte geen rekening met het voorkomen van
toestanden waarin het zwaartepunt geëxciteerd is.

3. Het feit dat een kleine fractie van de magnetisatie in een ferromagneticum zijn oorsprong vindt in
de "vrije" valentie-elektronen sluit het bestaan
n
van een kleine statistische bijdrage
aan het magnetische stootveld, naast de atomaire component 2)
van gelocaliseerde elektronen in gepolariseerde
schillen, niet uit.
^ J. Lindhavd en A. Winther, Nuel. Phys. A166
(1971) 413.
J.L. Eberhardt3 R.E. Horstman3 P.C. Zalm, H.A.
Doubt en G. van Middelkoop, Hyp. Int. 3_ (1977)
195.

A. Dateringsexperimenten met elektrostatische versnelr

Iers waarbij een

C bundel wordt gebruikt

zijn

uitstekend geschikt voor machinediagnostiek.
K.H. Purser•_,,.;[A.E.r:Lïtherland en H.E. Grove3
Nucl. Instr. ^162:^(1979) 637.

5. De proton'groep waargenomen in de (d,p) reactie op
;•"• i- "v

«
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1)

%ën verrijkt
S trefplaatje, door Teterin et al.
37
toegekend aan een niveau in
S bij een excitatie-

energie van 1.40 MeV, correspondeert met de eerste
33
aangeslagen toestand in
S.
' L.M. Sol-ina Y.A. NemiloVj V.N. KuzmCn en K.I.
Zberébtsova, Yad. Fiz. 29_ (1979) 289.

6. De ordening van magnetische "spin-clusters" in geisoleerde ketens in CoCpyr.KCl», zoals gesugge1)
.
reerd door Ajiro et al. , is onjuist.
^

Y. Aj-iro en S. Matsukcaaa, Phys. Lett. 72A_ (1979)
367.

7. De beschrijving van elektronische stopping powers
door Brice

met drie fysisch relevante parameters

en een normeringsfactor reproduceert gemeten stopping
powers even goed als de veel gebruikte parametrise2)
ring van Andersen en Ziegler
met meer dan twaalf
aangepaste variabelen.
]

^ D.I. Bviee, Phys. Rev. A£ (1972) 1791.
2)
H.H. Andersen en J.F. Ziegler, Hydrogen Stopping
Powers and Ranges -in All Elements (Pergamon Press3
New York, 1977).

8. Op categorale gymnasia gaat men er hlijkens de lestabellen nog steeds ten onrechte van uit dat een combinatie van het vak economische wetenschappen met
een natuurwetenschappelijk vak niet tot de reële
keuzemogelijkheden voor het eindexamen gerekend behoeft te worden.

9. Een academische promotie wordt door het bedrijfsleven ondergewaardeerd.

29 september 1980

A.J. Rutten

